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ABSTRACT

First of all, by asking forgiveness from Allah SWT here I am trying to reveal the signs of Allah 
SWT's greatness regarding Allah's secret about how actually, my spirit married an nymph, ate 
apples in paradise, based on photons, quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acids or 
deoxyribonucleic acid. (DNA)

In the Qur'an, several verses are found that are the key to unlocking the secret of how my soul 
actually married an nymph, eating apples in paradise, namely the following verses:
 

"Beside them are nymphs who are not wild in sight and beautiful in their eyes, (Ash Shaaffaat: 
37: 48)

"They reclined on couches in a row and We married them to beautiful fair-eyed nymphs (Ath 
Thuur: 52:20)

"Indeed We created them directly (Al Waaqi'ah: 56: 35)

"Allah promises the believers, male and female, Paradise under which rivers flow, they will abide 
therein, there are good places in Paradise 'Adn. And Allah's pleasure is greater; that is great 
fortune. (At Taubah: 9:72)

"Indeed Allah will admit those who believe and do righteous deeds into Paradises beneath which 
rivers flow. In Paradise they are adorned with gold and pearl bracelets, and their clothing is silk. 
(Al Hajj :22:23)

"Glory be to Him who, if He willed, He would have made for you something better than this, 
gardens beneath which rivers flow, and He made for you palaces. (Al-Furqaan: 25:10)

"And give good tidings to those who believe and do good, that for them there are provided gardens
with rivers flowing in them. Every time they are given sustenance of fruit in those paradises, they 
say: "This is what was given to them. us first." They are given similar fruits and for them are 
pure wives and they will abide therein (Al Baqarah: 2:25)

"So when I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it 
prostrating yourself (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"Say: "O Allah, Creator of the heavens and the earth, Who knows the unseen and the real, You 
are the One who decides between Your servants what they always argue about." (Az Zumar: 39: 
46)

In an effort to open the veil about Allah's secret about how my soul actually married an angel, ate an
apple in paradise, I based on photons, quarks and deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or
the molecular structure of nucleic acids.



HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis that my soul is married to an nymph and eats apples in paradise 
through inter-atoms, based on photons, quarks and deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure 
of nucleic acids.

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms.
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

HOW MY SPIRIT MARRIED AN NYMPH, CREATED DIRECTLY IN PARADISE

Now, we are still focused on dismantling the secrets that are kept in the verse: "they reclined on the 
couches in a row and We married them to beautiful nymphs with sharp eyes (Ath Thuur: 52: 20)

Apparently, the picture in the verse (Ath Thuur: 52: 20) is a picture when humans live on this earth.

However, what is actually depicted in heaven is everything "... unseen... (Az Zumar: 39: 46)

That is, the true picture "... We married them to the nymphs... (Ath Thuur: 52: 20) is a picture in nature 
"... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) , namely nature that cannot be seen by the human eye.

Because, in nature "...my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 29) which is in the form of atoms that are in the 
electromagnetic spectrum area below 430 nanometers and are in the electromagnetic spectrum area 
above 740 nanometers, so that our eyes see can't see it.

The human eye is only able to see light rays that are in the electromagnetic spectrum region 
between 430 to 740 nanometers.

Now, when "... my spirit... (Al Hijr : 15: 29) "... We marry... to the nymph... (Ath Thuur : 52: 20) is in the
form of atoms- atoms, which consist of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms and nitrogen 
atoms.

Because humans were still alive in the world, based on Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) humans were 
composed of 32.20% carbon atoms, 25.43% nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% 
hydrogen atoms.

Likewise, when a human dies, "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29)" comes out and becomes an resident of
paradise. Where in “...my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 29) contains oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon 
atoms and nitrogen atoms.

Now, "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which in paradise will be married by Allah with "...with the 



nymphs...(Ath Thuur: 52:20) . Of course “...nymph...(Ath Thuur: 52:20) is also composed of atoms, 
namely oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms.

Also "...the nymphs...(Ath Thuur: 52:20) , Allah "...created them directly (Al Waaqi'ah: 56: 35) .

Because, “...the nymphs...(Ath Thuur : 52:20) , were created from oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, 
carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms, then Allah could immediately create “...nymph - nymph... (Ath 
Thuur : 52:20)

So, now it is revealed how the actual situation in heaven is, namely the heaven realm is the realm of
atoms, oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms, which are in the 
electromagnetic spectrum area below 430 nanometers and are in the electromagnetic spectrum area 
above 740 nanometers , so that our eyes cannot see it.

Namely, nature "... my spirit... (Al Hijr : 15: 29) and nature "... nymphs... (Ath Thuur : 52: 20) is what 
is called nature "... unseen. .. (Az Zumar: 39: 46) which is beyond the power of the human eye.

MY SPIRIT EAT AN APPLE IN PARADISE

Now, we are still continuing to uncover the secret behind the verse: "...Every time they are given a 
sustenance of fruits in those paradises, they say: "This is what was given to us before."...(Al Baqarah: 2 :
25)

Apparently, here it was also revealed that “... the fruits in the paradise... (Al Baqarah: 2: 25) are in the 
form of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms and carbon atoms.

So, “...my spirit...(Al Hijr : 15: 29) eats ”... the fruit...(Al Baqarah : 2: 25) apples, in the form of atoms, 
oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms.

Which of course, when "...my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 29) eats "...fruit...(Al Baqarah: 2:25) apples, cannot 
be seen by the human eye, because they are "... unseen... (Az Zumar: 39: 46)

Now, the secret that is hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "they lie down on the couches in a 
row and We marry them to beautiful angels with sharp eyes (Ath Thuur: 52: 20) "... Each of them is given
a sustenance of fruit in those heavens...(Al Baqarah: 2:25)

Namely "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which Allah married with "...with the nymphs...(Ath Thuur: 
52:20) with "...Every one of them is given the sustenance of the fruits in those paradises...(Al Baqarah: 
2:25) is in the realm of atoms, oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms, 
which are “... unseen...(Az Zumar: 39: 46) which is beyond the sight of the human eye.

Because their nature is in the area of the electromagnetic spectrum below 430 nanometers and in the
area of the electromagnetic spectrum above 740 nanometers, so the human eye cannot see it.

CONCLUSION

Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets that are kept in the verse: "they 
reclined on the couches in a row and We married them to beautiful nymphs with sharp eyes (Ath Thuur: 
52: 20)

Apparently, the picture in the verse (Ath Thuur: 52: 20) is a picture when humans live on this earth.

However, what is actually depicted in heaven is everything "... unseen... (Az Zumar: 39: 46)



That is, the true picture "... We married them to the nymphs... (Ath Thuur: 52: 20) is a picture in nature 
"... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) , namely nature that cannot be seen by the human eye.

Because, in nature "...my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 29) which is in the form of atoms that are in the 
electromagnetic spectrum area below 430 nanometers and are in the electromagnetic spectrum area 
above 740 nanometers, so that our eyes see can't see it.

The human eye is only able to see light rays that are in the electromagnetic spectrum region 
between 430 to 740 nanometers.

Now, when "... my spirit... (Al Hijr : 15: 29) "... We marry... to the nymph... (Ath Thuur : 52: 20) is in the
form of atoms- atoms, which consist of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms and nitrogen 
atoms.

Because humans were still alive in the world, based on Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) humans were 
composed of 32.20% carbon atoms, 25.43% nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% 
hydrogen atoms.

Likewise, when a human dies, "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29)" comes out and becomes an resident of
paradise. Where in “...my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 29) contains oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon 
atoms and nitrogen atoms.

Now, "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which in paradise will be married by Allah with "...with the 
nymphs...(Ath Thuur: 52:20) . Of course “...nymph...(Ath Thuur: 52:20) is also composed of atoms, 
namely oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms.

Also "...the nymphs...(Ath Thuur: 52:20) , Allah "...created them directly (Al Waaqi'ah: 56: 35) .

Because, “...the nymphs...(Ath Thuur : 52:20) , were created from oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, 
carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms, then Allah could immediately create “...nymph - nymph... (Ath 
Thuur : 52:20)

So, now it is revealed how the actual situation in heaven is, namely the heaven realm is the realm of
atoms, oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms, which are in the 
electromagnetic spectrum area below 430 nanometers and are in the electromagnetic spectrum area 
above 740 nanometers , so that our eyes cannot see it.

Namely, nature "... my spirit... (Al Hijr : 15: 29) and nature "... nymphs... (Ath Thuur : 52: 20) is what 
is called nature "... unseen. .. (Az Zumar: 39: 46) which is beyond the power of the human eye.

Now, we are still continuing to uncover the secret behind the verse: "...Every time they are given a 
sustenance of fruits in those paradises, they say: "This is what was given to us before."...(Al Baqarah: 2 :
25)

Apparently, here it was also revealed that “... the fruits in the paradise... (Al Baqarah: 2: 25) are in the 
form of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms and carbon atoms.

So, “...my spirit...(Al Hijr : 15: 29) eats ”... the fruit...(Al Baqarah : 2: 25) apples, in the form of atoms, 
oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms.

Which of course, when "...my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 29) eats "...fruit...(Al Baqarah: 2:25) apples, cannot 
be seen by the human eye, because they are "... unseen... (Az Zumar: 39: 46)



Now, the secret that is hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "they lie down on the couches in a 
row and We marry them to beautiful angels with sharp eyes (Ath Thuur: 52: 20) "... Each of them is given
a sustenance of fruit in those heavens...(Al Baqarah: 2:25)

Namely "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which Allah married with "...with the nymphs...(Ath Thuur: 
52:20) with "...Every one of them is given the sustenance of the fruits in those paradises...(Al Baqarah: 
2:25) is in the realm of atoms, oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms, 
which are “... unseen...(Az Zumar: 39: 46) which is beyond the sight of the human eye.

Because their nature is in the area of the electromagnetic spectrum below 430 nanometers and in the
area of the electromagnetic spectrum above 740 nanometers, so the human eye cannot see it.
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